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India to announce its intention to acquire 36 Rafale aircraft rapidly 
 
 

 
Paris, 10th April 2015 - Dassault Aviation, which is the Indian Air Force supplier for 

more than 60 years, is honored of the repeated trust of the Indian Government and 

welcomes its intention to finalize the acquisition of 36 Rafale aircraft at conditions that 

will allow to meet rapidly the security needs of India. 

 

Dassault Aviation is grateful to the Indian Authorities to be given the opportunity to 

pursue and extend their partnership and underlines its pride in contributing to Indian 

defense and sovereignty. 

 

“Just as we are delivering the first upgraded Mirage 2000, I am delighted by the 

decision of the Indian Authorities which gives a new impetus to our partnership for the 

next decades and comes within the scope of the strategic relationship gathering 

France and India”, declared Eric Trappier, Chairman and CEO of Dassault Aviation. 

 

 

 
About Dassault Aviation: 
With more than 8,000 military and civil aircraft delivered to 90 countries over the past 60 years, and 
having logged nearly 28 million flight hours to date, Dassault Aviation can offer recognized know-how 
and experience in the design, development, sale and support of all types of aircraft, from the Rafale 
fighter to the Falcon range of high-end business jets, as well as military unmanned air systems. In 
2014, Dassault Aviation reported revenues of €3.68 billion, with around 11,600 employees.  
 
 
 

www.dassault-aviation.com 
 
Twitter: @Dassault_OnAir 

 
 
For high resolution pictures of the Rafale, visit: 
http://mediapro.dassault-aviation.com/ 
 
 
For high resolution videos of the Rafale, visit: 
www.asds-media.com 
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